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waiting for a few hours, so as to make himself more valuable,
and the better to prepare his cabinet. He had a long tele-
phone conversation with the deputy Acerbo, to whom he
entrusted various missions in Rome and confided his plan
of forming a broad bottomed administration, including
even certain members of the General Confederation of
Labour. He made a short speech to those who came to
cheer him off in the evening at the Milan station : * If I
have the chance of taking power, I can tell you that hence-
forward the Italian State is going to exist to the fullest
extent of its powers,5 In the train he declared that he would
come before the king, £ in a black shirt, as a fascist5, and
that he would give no demobilization order until he had
formed his cabinet. The list he had ready contained the
names of the economist Einaudi and the deputy Baldesi, one
of the leaders of the General Confederation of Labour, whom
Acerbo had asked on Mussolini's behalf and who had
accepted. But neither Einaudi nor Baldesi, nor any other
leader of the Confederation, were to appear in the Mussolini
ministry, for the leaders of the right, disappointed by the
failure of their manoeuvre, had vetoed it. Mussolini kept
for himself from the first the premiership, the Ministry of
the Interior and—his ambition at last achieved—the Foreign
Office. The cabinet included representatives of all parties,
except socialists and communists. The fascists had five
ministries, the Popolari two, the various kinds of liberal
democrats had three, the conservatives one and the national-
ists one. The fascists had nine under-secretaryships, the
Popolari four, the liberal democrats two, the conservatives
one, and the nationalists two.
The share of the right-wing parties in the new administra-
tion was strictly limited, but there were compensating
advantages : the socialist movement and the workers'
organizations had been put out of action, parliament was
curbed, the inquiry into war expenses was suspended, the
fiscal measures dealing with excess profits and the registra-
tion of securities were quashed. Above all there was no
longer any opposition to the foreign policy that the national-
ists had always advocated. A few weeks after the march,
Alfredo Rocco, undersecretary of state, called this to mind

